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ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with the decentralized estimation of a Gaus
sian source using multiple sensors. We consider a diversity scheme
where only the sensor with the best channel sends their measure
ments to a fusion center, using the analog amplify and forwarding
technique. A distributed version of the diversity scheme where sen
sors decide what to transmit based only on their local information is
also considered. We derive asymptotic expressions for the expected
distortion of these schemes as the number of sensors becomes large.
We also study the optimal power allocation problem for minimizing
the expected distortion subject to average power constraints.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks have received much recent interest in the
research community. Many different schemes for decentralized esti
mation of sources using multiple sensors have been proposed. One
popular technique is analog amplify and forward [1], where sensors
transmit a scaled version of their analog measurements to a fusion
center, and has been shown to be optimal in some situations [2].
Analog forwarding under different multiple access schemes such as
(coherent) multi-access [1,3] and orthogonal access [4], have been
studied.
One problem with the analog amplify and forwarding technique
is that it appears to be hard to implement, especially when the num
ber of sensors is large (though studies suggest that even without e.g.
perfect synchronization much of the gains can still be achieved [5]).
This paper will study the performance of the analog forwarding tech
nique using multiple access schemes which may be easier to imple
ment, based on the concept of multi-user diversity [6, 7]. For the
problem of maximizing the sum rate subject to average power con
straints, the optimal solution is to schedule the users such that at
most only one user transmits, with this user being the one having the
best channel conditions at that instance.
In this paper we will study the use of a similar diversity scheme
in the decentralized estimation of a Gaussian source. In this scheme,
which we will refer to as the multi-sensor diversity scheme, the sen
sor with the best channel conditions at that time will amplify and
forward its measurement to the fusion center, while the other sensors
do not transmit. A distributed version of the multi-sensor diversity
scheme, similar to a distributed version of the multi-user diversity
scheme studied in [8] called the channel-aware ALOHA scheme, will
then also be considered.
In this paper we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of
such schemes as the number of sensors M goes to infinity. It is

shown that in many cases the expected distortion decays to a non
zero limit at the rate 1/ In(M). We will also be interested in deriv
ing the optimal power allocation to minimize the expected distortion
subject to average power constraints.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 specifies our model
and the different multiple access schemes used by the sensors to
communicate to the fusion center. Section 3 derives the asymptotic
behaviour of these schemes, followed by comparisons and discus
sions. Optimal power allocation is considered in Section 4.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We wish to estimate a discrete time signal (h modelled as an i.i.d.
Gaussian source with zero mean and variance a� , with k represent
ing the time index. The Gaussian source is measured by M sensors
with sensor i having measurements

Yi,k

=

(h

+ Vi,k, i

=

1, . . . , M

with Vi,k being Li.d. Gaussian with zero mean and noise variance 0';,
with Vi,k independent of Vj,k for i # j. Let gi,k be the randomly
time-varying channel gains from sensor i to the fusion center, and
Cti,k the amplification factors in the amplify and forward scheme.
We assume that gi,k and gj,k are independent for i # j. The transmit
power of sensor i at time k is defined as

Different multiple access schemes for transmitting the sensor mea
surements to a fusion center will now be presented.
2.1. Multi-sensor diversity scheme

Let gmax,k
max ( gl ,k, . . . , gM,k) , and i* the index of the cor
responding sensor. Consider a scheme where only the sensor with
the best channel transmits its measurement to the fusion center. The
fusion center then receives
=

where nk is Li.d. Gaussian with zero mean and variance a; . Using
the linear MMSE estimator, the mean squared error or distortion at
time k can be easily shown to be
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See [11] for the proof of Lemma 1. By Lemma 1, we then have

2.2. Channel-aware ALOHA scheme

The multi-sensor diversity scheme requires knowledge of all the chan
nel gains in order to determine the sensor with the best channel. We
consider now a scheme that we will call the channel-aware ALOHA
scheme, that is based on a distributed scheme for multi-user diver
sity studied in [8], see also [9] for a similar scheme in the distributed
estimation of a constant parameter. In this scheme a sensor will for
ward its measurement to the fusion center only if gi,k > Ti for some
thresholdTi.
In [8], choosing Ti such that Pr(gi,k > Ti)
11M, Vi , was
shown to be asymptotically optimal, in the sense that this gives the
same rate of throughput scaling as in the multi-user diversity scheme,
but with a fraction of throughput loss of lie. In this paper we will
also use this choice ofTi.
In this scheme, if more than one sensor transmits, then a colli
sion is assumed and Dk
O"�. Similarly, if no sensor transmits then
Dk O"�. If only one sensor transmits, then
=

=

=

[

�l

;:�0"3) In(M) �
O"�O"�
A
[1+ 0"3(0"�O";O"�+ 0"3) In(M)
]
O"� + 0"3
1+

Hence as M ---+

00,

0"3(

O'e

+Uv

(1)

0'20'2

the expected distortion goes to �
at the rate
(J + 2
U

Uv

I/ln(M).
3.2. Channel-aware ALOHA scheme

Recall that Ti is chosen such that Pr(gi > Ti)
IIM. Let us
use ai
1 if sensor i transmits. By the symmetry of the situation
Ti T, V i . Note that by the choice ofT each sensor has probability
11M of transmitting to the fusion center (some of which will result
in collision), so the long term average power usage is the same as in
the multi-sensor diversity scheme. Then
=

=

=

Pr(no sensor transmits)

=

(Pr(gi < T))M

=

(1

_

Pr(successful transmission)
M Pr(sensor i transmits successfully)

where i * is the index of the sensor that is transmitting.

� )M

=

3. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

=

We are interested in deriving asymptotic expressions for IE[Dk] as
---+ 00, where the expectation is over the random channel gains
gi,k, for the diversity schemes in Section 2. By the i.i.d. (in time)
nature of the models we will drop the subscript k. For analytical
tractibility we will first analyze "symmetric " sensor networks with
O"�, Vi, with the gi'S being identically distributed, and sim
0";
ple power allocation policies. See Section 3.4 for remarks on more
general asymmetric situations and Section 4 for optimal power allo
cation. In order to obtain precise asymptotic results we will need to
assume a specific distribution. In this paper we will assume Rayleigh
fading, though most of our analytical methods should be able to be
adapted to other fading distributions.
Notation: For two functions f(t) and g(t), we will use the stan
dard asymptotic notation (see e.g. [10]) and say that f
g as
t ---+ to, if
---+ 1 as t ---+ to. It is well known that the asymptotic
relation is retained under addition, multiplication and division.

=

M

=

> T)

II Pr(gj < T)

MJ.-(I- J.-)M-1
M
M

Pr(collision)

=

=

(1- J.-)M-l
M

1- (1- J.-)M - (1- J.-)M-1
M
M

We have

IE[D]

O"� Pr(no sensor transmits)+ O"� Pr(collision)
-1
1
1
gi
+
+ r gi >
p(gi)dgi
2'
O"e giO"v2 + O"2n
P (
T) T
X

=

100 (

=

)

Pr(successful transmission)

[

O"� 1- (1-

rv

;ig

M Pr(gi

� )M-1] + M(I- � )M-l

rv

Now assume that the gi'S are exponentially distributed with mean
l/A. ThenT
InM and

3.1. Multi-sensor diversity scheme

Let us use ai*

=

1, and aj

=

=

±

100 --1 Aexp(-Ag)dg

0, Vj =I- i *. Then

D

Hence

IE[D]

T g+ b

=

[

=

Aexp(Ab)E1(A(b+ T))

]

�
O"� 1- (1- J.-)M-1 + M(I- J.-)M-1 dO"
M
M
O"� + 0"3

Considering Rayleigh fading, we have the following result.
Lemma 1.

Suppose the gi 's are exponentially distributed with mean
> 0 be a constant. Then

II A, and let b

A
Ab+ InM

rv

A
In(M)

as M ---+

00
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(2)

00, where we have used the asymptotic expansion E ( z )
l
(1 - 1z + �
- + . . . ) . The expected distortion in this case
z
2 2
2
1e + -1e erler"2 at the rate l/ln(M) as M -> 00.
goes to (78 (1 - -)
CTo + O'v

as M ->

rv

e-Z
z

3.3. Comparisons and discussions

The limit

2 2
"2
;eer+ (Tv

CT()

=

(� + U
) -1 in the multi-sensor diversity
�
v
(To

scheme corresponds to the distortion that can be achieved with a sin
gle sensor, with estimation performed at that sensor, i.e. no further
analog forwarding to a fusion center. For the channel-aware ALOHA

2 2
er"2'
scheme, the limit is (7� (1 - 1)
+ 1eU'fi
e
e + (Tv

sion (1) for the multi-sensor diversity scheme, for different numbers
of sensors M. In Fig.I(b) we compare between the simulated ex
pected distortion and the asymptotic expression (2) for the channel
aware ALOHA scheme, for different numbers of sensors M. In each
case, the validity of the respective asymptotic expressions for large
M is confirmed. We also see that in the channel-aware ALOHA
scheme, the expected distortion is not necessarily monotonically de
creasing with the number of sensors, though for large M the 1/ In(M)
decay will still occur.

l

o
simulated E[D)
- asymptotic expression

than the limit in the multi-sensor diversity scheme. It can be re-

2 2
'fierv
e + CFv2

0'

when

there is a successful transmission, and the distortion (7� when trans
missions are unsuccessful, with � being the asymptotic probability
of successful transmission as M -> 00 (which also corresponds to
the asymptotic throughput of a slotted ALOHA system [8]).
In terms of speed of convergence, the rate ofl/ In(M) is achieved
in the diversity schemes. A similar 1/ In(M) rate is achieved when
sensor measurements are transmitted to a fusion center digitally us
ing separate source/channel coding, e.g. as in the CEO problem
[1,12]. In contrast, a rate of 1/M has been shown for the coher
ent multi-access and orthogonal access schemes, see e.g. [1,4,11],
though as stated in the introduction, such schemes may be harder to
implement in practice.
3.4. General parameters

Here we will briefly describe how the results of Section 3 change
when the sensor noise variances are not necessarily identical, and
the fading channels are not necessarily identically distributed. The
full details can be found in [11]. The idea is to obtain upper and
lower bounds on the expected distortion which asymptotically will
have the same scaling behaviour, a similar method was used in [13]
in the context of linear state estimation.
In the case where the sensor noise variances (7; , i
1, . . . , M
are not necessarily identical but satisfy 0 < (7�in ::; (7; ::; (7�ax <
00, Vi, and the fading channels are i.i.d. across sensors, it turns out
that in both the multi-sensor diversity and channel-aware ALOHA
schemes the upper and lower bounds do not converge to the same
limit as M -> 00, so for general sensor noise variances one can not
say much more about its asymptotic behaviour.
We also consider the case where the sensor noise variances are
identical « 7;
(7 � , Vi), and the fading channels are independent
but not necessarily identically distributed, satisfying the assumption
that the channel gains gi can be written as gi
J.lihi' Vi, where
J.li > 0 are constants satisfying 0 < J.lmin ::; J.li ::; J.lmax < 00,
and the hi's are identically distributed. It turns out that in this case
the scaling behaviour will be preserved, in the sense that the upper
and lower bounds derived will both converge to the same limit at the
same rate.
=

simulated E[D)

C���

which is clearly larger

garded as a weighted combination of the limiting value

0

o

0

0

0

0
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M
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(a) Multi-sensor diversity scheme (b) Channel-aware ALOHA scheme
Fig. 1. Comparison between simulated expected distortion and
asymptotic expression.

4. OPTIMAL POWER ALLOCATION

In this section we consider optimal power allocation for the multi
sensor diversity and channel-aware ALOHA schemes. For nota
tional simplicity, and since we are also interested in the performance
using optimal allocation for large numbers of sensors, we will con
sider symmetric sensor networks, though the results can be general
ized to general parameters.
4.1. Multi-sensor diversity scheme

We are interested in minimizing the expected distortion subject E[D]
to an average power constraint P. For the multi-sensor diversity
scheme we can write this as

[

1
; �
(7� (7 � lE 1
min
.
+ 2 (72 (7 2
2
(7v ( 78 + (7v ) 9maxa}�* + O'
,,2, (782 + (7v2
�
O'
+ �
<j,

S.t.

lE[a;,]::;

=

e

P

1

(3)

2
2
(78 + (7v

We use the following result:

=

Lemma 2.

Consider the following problem

[

S.t.

lE[a;,]::;

P

2
2
(78 + (7v

gmax 2: b2v

Consider a situation with (7�
0.2, (7 ;
0.1, and let
1, (7 �
gi, Vi be exponentially distributed with mean 1/2. Note that then
=

=

=

]

The optimal solution is of the form

3.5. Numerical studies

( 1 + 1 ) -1
� �

\

minlE
gmaxai' + b
"t.

0.1667 and (7()2 (1

_

2 2
1)
ereO'
erv
+ 1e u�
e
+ �

otherwise

=

=

0.6934.

where

(4)

v satisfies

In Fig.1(a) we compare between the simulated expected distor
tion (averaging over 100000 iterations) and the asymptotic expres-
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(5)

Proof The derivation uses similar techniques to the capacity maxi
mization problems for fading channels in [6,14], and is omitted for

��

D

Using Lemma 2, the optimal power allocation for problem (3)
is given by (4), with

b

=

2

2'

2<7+n
O'e (Tv

The expected distortion under

optimal power allocation can be computed as

(6)

4.3. Numerical studies

We again consider a situation with O"�
1, O"� 0.2, O"�
0.1,
and let gi, Vi be exponentially distributed with mean 1/2. For a fair
comparison, when performing optimal power allocation we will take
=

P/(O"� +O"�)

=

=

1.

In Fig.2(a) we plot the expected distortion under constant (when
the sensor is transmitting) and optimal power allocation, for the multi
sensor diversity scheme with different numbers of sensors. In Fig.2(b)
we plot the expected distortion under constant and optimal power al
location, for the channel-aware ALOHA scheme with different num
bers of sensors. The performance using constant power allocation
can be seen to be very close to the performance under optimal power
allocation, particularly for large numbers of sensors.

where v satisfies (5), and can be determined numerically.

I---e-

_constant power allocation
-optimal power allocation

4.2. Channel-aware ALOHA scheme

constant power allocation
- optimal power allocation

For the channel-aware ALOHA scheme, the problem of minimizing
the expected distortion subject E[D] to an average power constraint
P can be written as

[

]

minO"� 1- (1- �)M-l +M(I- �)M-l
M
M
a�

=

�O.695

01�,L

,,,�---'",
,
, --c---�O,:c---�
O, 6�,';-

".,---__
..,.-__..1
".

___

M

M

(a) Multi-sensor diversity scheme (b) Channel-aware ALOHA scheme
Fig. 2.

Comparison between constant and optimal power allocation.

(7)
Similar to the multi-sensor diversity scheme, we have the following
result:
Lemma 3.

min
a

�

100

Consider the following problem

1

2
T giCti + b

P(gi)dgi s.t.

100 CtiP(gi)dgi
2
T

:::;

P
M( 0"02 +O"v2)

where

In this subsection we will prove why the optimal power allocation
and constant power allocation schemes perform so close to each
other. We will assume that gi are exponentially distributed with
mean 1/A. We will also take P/(O"� +O"�) 1.
=

4.4.1.

The optimal solution is of the form

gi ;::: max(T, b2v)

fE-t
o

4.4. Asymptotic behaviour under optimal power allocation

otherwise

(8)

Multi-sensor diversity scheme

Theorem 4. For the multi-sensor diversity scheme under optimal
power allocation, as M -+ 00,

v satisfies

I (J � :J

max(T,b2,,)

gV

-

p(gi)dgi

=

T

M(O" + 0"3 )

(9)

Proof Firstly, by using similar techniques to the proof of Lemma 1,
we can derive that

Using Lemma 3, the optimal power allocation for problem (7)
is given by (8), with

b

=

2
t+nU2'

Ue

v

(11)

The expected distortion under

optimal power allocation can be computed as

JE[D]

=

[

O"� 1- (1-

� )M-l ] +M(I- � )M-l

and

rOO .!.M(1 e->.x)M-l Ae->'xdx '" _A_
In(M)
lo x
_

(12)

We have the following result:
Lemma 5.

v -+ 0 as M -+

00,

where

v satisfies (5).

See Appendix for the proof of Lemma 5. By Lemma 5 and (11)
(12), the condition
where v satisfies (9).

rOO
lb2"

(Jgmaxv
1

)

b
(gmax)dgmax
gmax p

__

=

1
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is asymptotically
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